Phylogenetic models of the evolution of protein-coding sequences can provide insights into the selection pressures that have shaped them. In the application of these models synonymous nucleotide substitutions, which do not alter the encoded amino acid, are often assumed to have limited functional consequences and used as a proxy for the neutral rate of evolution. The ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates is then used to categorize the selective regime that applies to the protein (e.g. purifying selection, neutral evolution, diversifying selection). Here, we extend these models to explore the extent of purifying selection acting on substitutions between synonymous stop codons. Using a large collection of coding sequence alignments we estimate that a high proportion (approximately 57%) of mammalian genes are affected by selection acting on stop codon preference. This proportion varies substantially by codon, with UGA stop codons far more likely to be conserved. Genes with evidence of selection acting on synonymous stop codons have distinctive characteristics, compared to unconserved genes with the same stop codon, including enrichment for specific functional properties. Notably, genes with conserved stop codons have longer 3 UTRs and are associated with shorter mRNA half-life than other genes. The coding regions of these genes are also much more likely to be under strong purifying selection pressure. Our results suggest that the preference for UGA stop codons found in many multicellular eukaryotes is selective rather than mutational in origin.
The standard genetic code includes three stop codons, UAG, UAA and UGA, that 2 signal the end of translation. In eukaryotes termination of translation involves a 3 heterodimer of two release factors, eRF1 and eRF3. A stop codon within the A site of selection also contributes to the choice of stop codon [9] . This is further supported by 30 strong functional biases associated with stop codon use [9] . 31 Although a preference for efficient translational termination could explain variation 32 in stop codon preference between different gene classes, it does not explain why UGA, 33 the least efficient stop codon, remains the most frequent stop codon in many 34 multicellular eukaryotes, including human, in which it occurs in close to 50% of 35 protein-coding genes. Programmed readthrough of the stop codon was discovered in 36 viruses and enables their typically compact genomes to increase their coding capacity 37 (reviewed in [11] ). Only a limited number of cases of functional readthrough have been 38 confirmed in higher eukaryotes; however, the application of genome-scale techniques has 39 recently suggested over a hundred human genes as candidates for functional 40 readthrough [12] . Different techniques have revealed candidates with relatively low 41 overlap, suggesting either that some or all of the methods have a high false positive rate 42 or that many more mammalian genes may be affected by functional readthrough. Stop 43 codon readthrough may also have an important regulatory role, potentially involving 44 mechanisms that degrade readthrough products [13] . Yordanova et al. [14] recently 45 proposed an intriguing model whereby low-level readthrough of a stop codon may play a 46 role in gene regulation and mRNA quality control by placing a constraint on the total 47 translational capacity of an mRNA. Under this model, ribosomes that continue past the 48 stop codon form a queue, backing up from a downstream ribosome stalling site. The 49 rate of stop codon readthrough together with the length of the interval between the stop 50 codon and the stall site control the number of times the mRNA can be translated before 51 the ribosome queue backs up as far as the stop codon, inhibiting translation. Currently 52 it is not known how widespread this mechanism is; however, if it is common it may have 53 an impact on stop codon use, as the different readthrough efficiencies of the different 54 stop codons would have implications for the number of times the mRNA is translated.
55
Termination of translation is a slower process than amino acid incorporation, hence stop 56 codons themselves are often used as ribosome stalling sites. Such stalling may affect 57 mRNA stability via NoGo decay [15] , but may have other important functions as in the 58 above example or in the example of XBP1 where it is required for its unusual 59 cytoplasmic mRNA splicing [16] . Yet another regulatory event that involves stop codons 60 is programmed ribosomal frameshifting [17] that often takes place at stop codons, e.g.
61
+1 frameshifting in all three human antizyme genes (OAZ1, OAZ2 and OAZ3) takes 62 place at stop codons and their identity is highly conserved. These, or as yet 
66
Here we set out to assess the extent of purifying selection affecting stop codon 67 evolution in mammals. We extended models of codon sequence evolution that have 68 previously been used to assess selection acting on coding sequences [18] to encompass 69 the stop codon and fitted mixture models to estimate both the strength of purifying 70 selection and the proportion of genes affected by purifying selection acting on the stop 71 codon. Our model enabled us to assess the statistical evidence for selection for 72 individual genes. Genes with conserved stop codons showed striking physical 73 characteristics and were also enriched for certain gene functional classes. Stop codon 74 conservation was more strongly associated with the selective constraints acting on the 75 coding sequence than with the GC content of the gene, suggesting a selective, rather 76 than a mutational origin for the variation in stop codon use with GC-content.
77

Results
78
Model
79
Standard codon models are characterised by a 61 × 61 transition rate matrix, Q, that
80
gives the instantaneous rate of transition between each pair of sense codons [18] [19] [20] [21] .
81
Typically, these models assume that codons evolve through single nucleotide 82 substitutions, according to a continuous-time Markov process, so that the instantaneous 83 rate of transition between codons differing at more than one position is zero. Here we 84 extend models of codon evolution by proposing a full 64 × 64 rate matrix that includes 85 the three stop codons. As implemented here, we set the rate of substitutions between 86 sense and stop codons to zero. Although the point at which translation terminates may 87 shift (resulting from mutations between sense and stop codons), we consider only parameters corresponding to the rates of these substitutions. Note that the stop codon 92 UAA is accessible by a single base mutation from both of the other stop codons (UAG 93 and UGA); however, the instantaneous rate of transition between UAG and UGA is 94 zero, as it requires two single nucleotide substitutions. We note also that, unlike 95 standard codon models, the transition probability matrix obtained by exponentiating 96 our rate matrix is not irreducible and does not, therefore, have a unique stationary 97 distribution (a chain starting with a sense/stop codon will remain a sense/stop codon). 98 Several forms have been proposed for the generator matrix of codon substitution models, 99 differing mainly in how differences in codon usage are modeled. The model of Muse and 100 Gaut [19] sets the rate of substitution from codon i to codon j (which differ at a single 101 nucleotide position, k) to be proportional to π j k , the equilibrium frequency of the 102 nucleotide at position k of codon j. We follow this approach, as it has been found to be 103 less prone to detecting spurious context-dependent effects than the version of Goldman 104 and Yang [20] , which sets the substitution rate to be proportional to the equilibrium 105 frequency of codon j [22] . The entries, q ij , of the rate matrix of our model are therefore: 106
where S and N are the sets of sense and stop (or nonsense) codons, respectively (note 107 that all mutations between stop codons are transitions suggests that the higher frequency of conservation in UGA stop codons is highly robust 149 to sampling error (Fig. 1) . Relationship between stop codon conservation and mRNA half-life and coding sequence conservation. Estimated probability of stop codon conservation (and 95% confidence interval) as a function of (a) mRNA half-life and (b) ω for each stop codon type. Conservation is based on model comparison in (a) and on complete sequence conservation across the alignment in (b). Estimates are from a logistic regression model, which included the number of taxa for which the stop codon was positionally homologous with the end of the alignment as a covariate.
218
Model-free analysis supports a major role for selection in 219 shaping stop codon use
220
As an alternative to the model-based approach to defining conserved stop codons we 221 investigated the characteristics of genes for which the stop codon was completely 222 conserved across the entire alignment, regardless of whether there was sufficient 223 evidence from the model to reject neutrality. We found that ω, the ratio of 224 nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates, was strongly associated with stop 225 codon conservation, with genes with low ω values (consistent with strong purifying 226 selection acting on the CDS) having a much higher probability of having a stop codon 227 that was completely conserved across the alignment ( Fig. 2 ; this effect was also evident 228 for the model based conserved set). We fitted a logistic regression model, treating (22% in human) of UAG stop codons may be a mutational effect.
248
Characteristics of the set of genes with stop codons conserved across the mammalian 249 alignment (the sequence-based set) were similar to those of the genes identified using To investigate further whether conservation of the stop codon results from purifying 262 selection or from a lower mutation rate or random chance we assessed the relationship 263 between the probability of stop codon conservation and synonymous/nonsynonymous 264 divergence. We obtained the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per 265 nonsynonymous site (dN) and the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous 266 site (dS) for human-mouse orthologues from Ensembl [27] . Although, we already report 267 above that the dN/dS ratio (i.e. ω) is predictive of stop codon conservation, these data 268 allowed us to investigate the relationship with dN and dS separately, using values 269 calculated independently of the alignments analyzed here. We found that dN was highly 270 predictive of complete stop codon conservation but dS was only weakly predictive (Fig. 271  3) . On average synonymous substitutions are under much weaker selection than 272 nonsynonymous substitutions and dS is therefore much more reflective of the underlying 273 mutation rate than is dN. Our observation that dS is a much weaker predictor of stop 274 codon conservation than dN suggests that a lower mutation rate is not sufficient to relationship between dS (human-mouse) and stop codon conservation is due to 277 saturation of synonymous substitutions between human and mouse, given the relatively 278 distant divergence of these species. Therefore, we also fitted the same model to complete 279 sequence conservation as a function of divergence values with macaque, which diverged 280 from humans much more recently. Again dN was strongly associated with stop codon 281 conservation (at least for UGA and UAA stop codons), while dS was not (Fig. 3) . 
284
Gene set analysis of genes with conserved stop codons
285
We performed gene set analysis on the genes with completely conserved stop codons 286 using DAVID (version 6.8) [28, 29] . For this analysis we focussed on the set of genes for 287 which the stop codon was completely conserved across the mammalian CDS alignment. 288 We focused on this set, rather than the model-based set because the power to detect 289 conservation using model comparison may differ between genes and systematic variation 290 in detection power between genes can give rise to spurious results from gene set 291 analysis [30] . The analysis was performed separately for each of the three stop codons 292 and all genes with that stop codon (in human) were used as the background set. eukaryotes (close to 50% of human protein-coding genes have a UGA stop codon).
308
Given the high rate of purifying selection affecting UGA stop codons we propose that 309 the predominance of UGA codons is a result of selection rather than mutation. Stop 310 codon use is strongly associated with GC-content [9] and large-scale variation in GC 311 content across genomes has a mutational origin [10] . However, if the high abundance of 312 UGA codons was mutational in origin we would expect that UGA codons in regions 313 with high GC content would be much more likely to be conserved than UGA codons in 314 low GC regions, given the strong relationship between GC content and stop codon use. 315 This was not the case, as we found only a weak relationship between the probability of 316 complete sequence conservation and GC content for all three stop codons.
317
Stop codon conservation may result from gene regulatory mechanisms that have a
318
preference for the use of a specific stop codon. These mechanisms may include the 319 control of translation capacity of mRNA molecules [14] and translational pausing, which 320 has previously been associated with localization of an mRNA-ribosome-nascent 321 chain [16] . Strong enrichment of UGA among conserved stop codons suggests that UGA 322 may frequently be the preferred codon in such cases. In principle, it is possible that 323 some cases of purifying selection acting on stop codons result from missed examples of 324 UGA codons that encode selenocysteine, rather than signaling the end of translation.
325
However, given the small number of genes encoding selenoproteins [31] and the large 326 number of conserved UGA stop codons, this is very unlikely to explain a substantial
327
proportion of the conservation we report.
328
The use of the synonymous substitution as a proxy for the rate of neutral evolution 329 has been criticised, as it is known that synonymous substitutions may have functional 330 consequences [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Codon models that include a variable synonymous substitution 331 rate have been developed [37, 38] . By not incorporating variability in the synonymous 332 substitution rate in the coding region we are effectively comparing the rate of 333 synonymous stop codon substitutions to their expected rate, given the mean rate of 334 synonymous substitution in the coding region. Given the extent of purifying selection 335 acting on synonymous sites, the mean synonymous substitution rate is likely to be an 336 underestimate of the neutral rate of evolution. However, because our objective here is to 337 study purifying selection affecting synonymous stop codons underestimation of the 338 neutral rate would make our method conservative (we would miss some genes under 339 purifying selection, but the underestimate of the neutral rate should not cause false 340 positives). We also observed many genes for which the maximum likelihood estimate of 341 φ was greater than one (including PARP1, shown in fig. S4 ). It is possible that some of 342 the genes with stop codons evolving at a rate greater than expected, given the 343 synonymous rate, result from purifying selection acting on mutations between 344 synonymous sense codons, but it is also possible that there is diversifying selection 345 acting on stop codon use in some genes. However, the number of genes with φ 346 significantly greater than one, was not more than we expected by chance (260 from a 347 total of 12,336 genes at a significance threshold of α = 0.05). Using a very different 348 method to ours, Belinky et al. [39] recently carried out an analysis of stop codon 349 substitutions in a wide range of taxa. Although the majority of the taxa studied were 350 microbial, they included three mammalian species. The authors reported an excess of 351 substitutions to UGA stop codons, which they attributed to positive selection. However, 352 consistent with our findings, they also report widespread purifying selection acting on 353 synonymous stop codon mutations in primates, particularly for UGA [39] .
354
Among the most striking properties of genes with conserved stop codon use was the 355 decreased mRNA half-life for conserved genes with UGA stop codons ( fig. 2) . The 356 length of the 3 UTRs is known to be inversely correlated with mRNA half-life and the 357 conserved genes had longer 3 UTRs; however, the reduced half-life in the UGA genes 358 remained significant, even when we fitted a logistic regression model incorporating 3
359
UTR length and GC-content as covariates. Although there may be many possible 360 explanations for the lower half-life of these genes we note that the model proposed by 361 Yordanova et al. [14] consisting of a mechanism to limit the number of times an mRNA 362 molecule is translated may result in lowered half-life of the mRNAs affected because 363 stalled ribosomes trigger mRNA decay [15] . Arribere et al. found evidence of instability 364 of proteins resulting from readthrough in Caenorhabditis elegans and human cells and 365 noted that this has been reported to result in mRNA instability in the HBA2 366 gene [13, 40] . Given the apparent ubiquity of protein instability resulting from 367 readthrough, the higher readthrough rate for UGA codons and the shorter mRNA 368 half-life of genes with conserved UGA stop codons, destabilization of mRNA, resulting 369 from readthrough may be a common mechanism of controlling protein abundance.
370
However, selection acting against synonymous mutations between stop codons may have 371 reasons other than readthrough. In this regard we note a recent analysis of stop codon 372 readthrough in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drosophila melanogaster ( [41] ) that 373 suggests that many stop codon readthrough events may be molecular errors rather than 374 having a specific function.
375
Previous studies have investigated stop codon sequence conservation, for example as 376 one of the strands of evidence of functional translational readthrough [42] [43] [44] . Our 377 study is distinct in that we do not set out to investigate a specific function of conserved 378 stop codons but, instead, to estimate the frequency and strength of selection acting on 379 synonymous stop codon use and to investigate the properties of the associated genes, in 380 general. In principle, inference of stop codon conservation using our extended codon 381 model is preferable to inference based on sequence conservation alone, as the latter does 382 not take into account differences in GC-content and mutation rates between genomic 383 regions. Our method explicitly models variation in codon usage, through incorporation 384 of parameters (estimated empirically from the entire CDS alignment) for codon 385 equilibrium frequencies. However, the total tree length and number of taxa in the 386 mammalian orthologue alignments from OrthoMaM [25] was only just sufficient in many 387 cases and in some other cases insufficient to reject the neutral model, even in the 388 presence of complete conservation of the stop codon across all taxa. As the size of the 389 families of reliably aligned coding sequences increases, the power to estimate accurately 390 the strength of purifying selection acting on synonymous stop codons will increase. This 391 will allow much more accurate identification of the affected genes and represents an 392 example of the value of continued efforts to sequence the genomes of an ever increasing 393 range of organisms and of the curation and alignment of orthologue families.
394
Materials and methods
395
Model optimization and data
396
We downloaded 14,526 coding sequence alignments for mammalian orthologue families 397 and the corresponding inferred phylogenetic trees from the OrthoMaM (version 8)
398
database [25] . These included sequences from 43 completely sequenced mammalian sequence alignment, we first re-estimated branch lengths of the phylogenetic trees using 403 a the Muse and Gaut model [19] with the F1X4 model of codon equilibrium frequencies 404 (MGF1X4), implemented in codonPhyml [45] . Treating the tree topology and relative database. We re-estimated the branch-lengths of the tree using a codon model 420 (MGF1X4) implemented in codonPhyml [45] . Codons at the root of the tree were 421 sampled from their equilibrium frequency under the F1X4 model (the F1X4 model sets 422 codon frequencies to the product of the frequencies of their constituent nucleotides).
423
Coding sequences were evolved from the root node over the phylogeny using code 424 written in R. Model parameters were estimated from the simulated data as described 425 above. We also simulated data under a Goldman and Yang [20] model (GY) with 426 empirical target triplet frequencies derived from intron sequences of the same gene.
427
Intron sequences from human protein-coding genes were derived from Ensembl Genes 428 94 [27] . We downloaded cDNA sequences and exon coordinates using Biomart and 429 subtracted the exonic regions from the cDNA sequences. The first 100bp and last 100bp 430 of each intron were discarded to reduce the impact of splicing signals on triplet 431 frequencies. Codons were sampled from the intronic triplet frequencies for the root node 432 of each tree and coding sequences were again simulated over the phylogeny.
433
Mixture model, bootstrapping and simulation
434
We used a mixture model to estimate the proportion, p, of alignments for which the 435 stop codon was under purifying selection pressure. Conditional on belonging to this set 436 of alignments the value of φ was treated as a free parameter, while φ was equal to 1, The authors declare that they have no competing interests. figure S1 for details of the models.
